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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new through-wall (TW) FMCW radar system. The architecture of the radar enables both high
sensitivity and range resolutions of <1.5 m. Moreover, the radar employs moving target indication (MTI) signal
processing to remove the problematic primary wall reflection, allowing higher signal-to- noise and signal-to-interference
ratios, which can be traded-off for increased operational stand-off. The TW radar operates at 5.8 GHz with a 200 MHz
bandwidth. Its dual-frequency design minimises interference from signal leakage, and permits a baseband output after
deramping which is digitized using an inexpensive 24-bit off-the-shelf sound card. The system is therefore an order of
magnitude lower in cost than competitor ultrawideband (UWB) TW systems. The high sensitivity afforded by this wide
dynamic range has allowed us to develop a wall removal technique whereby high-order digital filters provide a flexible
means of MTI filtering based on the phases of the returned echoes. Experimental data demonstrates through-wall
detection of individuals and groups of people in various scenarios. Target positions were located to within ±1.25 m in
range, allowing us distinguish between two closely separated targets. Furthermore, at 8.5 m standoff, our wall removal
technique can recover target responses that would have otherwise been masked by the primary wall reflection, thus
increasing the stand-off capability of the radar. Using phase processing, our experimental data also reveals a clear
difference in the micro-Doppler signatures across various types of everyday actions.
Keywords: Through-wall radar, FMCW radar, micro-Doppler, moving target indication.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Through-the-Wall Radar for Safety and Security
The ability to detect the presence of individuals behind visually obscuring structures is of significant benefit to police,
security agencies and emergency services. Through-Wall (TW) radar technology may improve tactical and operational
capability during emergencies ranging from terrorist and hostage events, through to building collapse and fire. In tactical
situations, first responders from the police and security services require a high level of situational awareness to perform
their duties safely and effectively.
Currently, there are a limited number of commercial TW systems available to law enforcement and the emergency
services. Cost, deployment and user operability issues have resulted in relatively limited exploitation of this technology
worldwide. In domestic security applications the technology has also raised concerns about privacy and inappropriate
use1 which need to be addressed when brought into operation.
There is a significant body of academic research2, 3 which has attempted to apply radar detection and imaging techniques4
to scenarios that consist of an obscuring wall barrier. The main objectives in these research studies has been to facilitate
methods and techniques that permit: the identification of objects and people; characterisation of behavioural activities;
and mapping the structural layout of interiors5. TW radar systems have by no means reached their full potential thus
there is still a requirement for improvements in the technology to enhance their utility for existing applications in
security, surveillance and search & rescue, as well as to find new and novel applications. To that end many of the
challenges which arise in TW detection scenarios have been, and continue to be addressed by the academic research
community.
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1.2 UWB and Continuous-Wave Based Through-the-Wall Radar
TW radar systems employing conventional radar transmission waveforms are typically based on either short
ultrawideband (UWB) pulses6 or longer continuous waves (CW)7, 8. In addition to the superior range-resolutions which
are achievable with UWB waveforms, they are also scattered well by targets of differing scales giving rise to improved
target recognition capabilities compared to narrowband systems. Disadvantages though include the high costs of
electronic components suitable for UWB radar, including the requirement to have expensive wideband antennas, and
their susceptibility to interference from signals in overlapping spectral bands. Impulse radar is special class of UWB
radar which has been examined for TW radar applications9; a short nanosecond ‘spike-like’ pulsed waveform is
transmitted which gives a near-100% fractional bandwidth for excellent range resolution. However, the extreme
bandwidth results in significant noise power entering the receiver which is detrimental to system performance.
Continuous waveforms are characterised as being always ‘On’, and have many typologies. In their most basic form CW
radars transmit a stable frequency continuous wave which allows the application of Doppler processing techniques for
sensing moving targets. However they are not able to determine the range to a target and are therefore not typically used
in TW radar. Frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar, where the instantaneous transmission frequency
changes linearly across the waveform, overcomes this ranging issue and is now a widely adopted solution for low-cost,
short to medium range sensing applications, including TW applications10. Key advantages of FMCW radar include good
immunity to unwanted signal interference and low peak power and sampling rate requirements. A vehicle-based TW
radar system developed at Lincoln Labs7 which combines an FMCW radar architecture with UWB chirp transmission
waveforms has been shown to be able to locate both moving and stationary people behind 20 cm think concrete walls.
Other types of CW radars which have been investigated for TW applications include stepped-CW systems which
transmit short CW bursts at progressively higher frequencies, and frequency hopping radars which have the agility to
move their operational frequencies back and forth11. Dual frequency waveforms12 are a special case of CW-only
waveforms which are able to circumvent the ranging issues in conventional CW radar and have been employed by Amin
et al13 TW detection; here two carrier waves of different frequencies are transmitted and on receive the phase changes
between them are compared. Recently both pure noise waveforms (sometimes referred to as random noise waveforms)
and noise-like waveforms (pseudonoise waveforms) have been tried and tested for TW radar. These waveforms have
been designed specifically to optimise range and Doppler resolutions while minimising entities such as sidelobes which
act to degrade the quality of the radar output. The main advantages of noise-based waveforms are that they offer good
performance whilst having an antijamming capability due to their low probability of detection. Finally, the field of
digital communications has also provided a substantial pool of sophisticated continuous waveforms from which to draw
from in TW radar research. For example M-sequences offers high-correlation gains and operation at low-power and lowcost14, 15, while OFDM waveforms used in IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) communications, and which are resistant to multipath,
have been exploited by a passive TW radar system16 and TW mapping robot for building indoor floor-plans17.
1.3 Through-Wall Activity Recognition
An emerging area receiving significant interest in TW radar research is the use of micro-Doppler signature analysis to
allow a more complete description of the kinematic properties of targets, which can then be used to identify different
types of human movements18. Micro-Doppler is an additional effect on top of the main ‘bulk’ Doppler component
whereby the motions on the main body of movement, such as rotations (e.g. the swinging limbs of a person) induce
further Doppler frequency perturbations around the main Doppler shift. These perturbations, or micro-Doppler
signatures, are characteristic to particular types of movement19 and can therefore be used to provide extra information
about the targets of interest using classification techniques20. Ram et al21 Ram et al present a simulation tool for
generating micro-Doppler signatures of humans moving behind walls. Their approach entails combining standard human
modelling techniques with finite difference time-domain of the wall and is validated by experimental data. The results
suggest that although the returned signal power is severely compromised by the wall, the effect on the micro-Doppler
signature is minimal.
In this paper we present a low-cost TW FMCW radar for stand-off operation and activity detection. Section 2 outlines
the dual-frequency FMCW radar architecture whilst Section 3 describes the de-ramp signal processing (Section 3.1) and
demonstrates the utility of the MTI processing to recover target responses that would have otherwise been obscured by
the primary wall reflection (Section 3.2). Next in Section 4, results are presented from a series of experimental field trials
which focussed on: characterising the detection capability of the radar through brick and interior plasterboard walls;
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detection of multiple
m
targetts; and highligghting the pottential of the system
s
to perfform TW micrro-Doppler acctivity analysiss
on the recordded data. Finallly, Section 5 summarises
s
thhe main outco
omes of the woork and futuree research plan
ns.

2. SY
YSTEM DE
ESIGN
2.1 System Architecture
A
The FMCW radar
r
system was designedd and built at University Co
ollege Londonn (UCL) and operates at 5..8 GHz with a
200 MHz banndwidth. A bloock diagram of
o system is illlustrated in Fiigure 1.
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Figure 1. System block diagram
d
of the FMCW
F
throughh-wall radar

The TW FMCW radar sysstem employss a super-heteerodyne archittecture. A lineear chirp signnal is first gen
nerated by thee
direct digital synthesizer (D
DDS) chip at an intermediaate frequency
y (IF) of 2.45 GHz before bbeing unconveerted to its 5.88
GHz operatinng frequency. This dual-freqquency designn minimises in
nterference ariising from siggnal leakage. The
T maximum
m
transmission power of thee radar after bandpass
b
filterring and amp
plification is +13
+ dBm andd its noise figu
ure is 2.5 dB
B.
Digitization of
o the output baseband
b
signnal is carried out
o using a co
ommercial offf-the-shelf (CO
OTS) 24-bit external
e
soundd
card to give high
h
dynamicc range at low
w-cost. The raadar has the caapability to work
w
with dupplicate radar nodes
n
within a
bistatic confiiguration usinng a techniquue termed oveer-the-air-deraamping22. How
wever, in thiss TW work only
o
the basicc
monostatic mode
m
was utilised wherebyy the referennce chirp bro
oadcast and reception
r
pathhs within the transmit andd
receiver chainns are disabledd.

3. SIGN
NAL PROC
CESSING
3.1 De-ramp
p Signal Proccessing
The TW FMC
CW radar conntinuously trannsmits a chirp waveform wh
hich is of the form:
f

[

x0 (t ) = a0 coss 2π f 0t + (1 / 2)αt 2

]

(1)

where ao is thhe signal ampplitude, fo is thhe chirp start frequency an
nd α is the chiirp rate (the raatio of the ch
hirp bandwidthh
and the chirp period, B/T). After being reflected
r
from
m the target off interest, the echo
e
signal xt returns to thee receiver afterr
a propagationn delay τ, giveen by

[

xt (t ) = at cos 2π f 0 (t − τ t ) + (1 / 2 )α (t − τ t )

2

]
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(2)

The target eccho signal at fo is filtered, amplified andd translated to
o an IF equall to fs before entering the deramp mixerr
which after loow-pass filteriing gives a deeramped outpuut signal of thee following foorm:

[

yd (t ) = x0 (t ) ⋅ xt (t ) = d 0 cos
c 2π f 0τ t + αtτ 1 − (1 / 2 )ατ t2

]

(3)

ατ1 is knownn as the deram
mp frequency fd
f and correspponds to a beaat signal whose frequency is proportionaal to the targeet
range accordiing to equationn (4)

fd =

2 BRt
cT

(4)

M Processsing
3.2 Primaryy Wall Suppression using MTI
Moving Targget Indication (MTI) processsing is used to
t remove the return from stationary
s
wallls which can be consideredd
as a DC com
mponent. MTII processing first
f
involves passing indiv
vidual receiveed chirps throough a hannin
ng window too
supress rangee sidelobes. A finite impulsse response (F
FIR) digital hiigh pass filter is then applieed across mulltiple chirps too
enhance movving target ressponses while minimising the
t componen
nt response off the wall. Wiith the target velocities
v
of a
few meters peer second beinng consideredd it was found a high-order FIR filter perfforms best as IIR filters beccome unstablee
at such low cut-off frequenncies The FIR
R filter is impleemented using
g the window method. Supppose the frequ
uency responsee
is H(ω), then the impulse response
r
sequeence h[n] is given
g
by equattion (5)

h[n] =

1
2π

π

∫π H (ω )× e

jωn

dω

(5)

−

Figure 2 dem
monstrates thee utility of our
o MTI proccessing throug
gh an experim
ment which iinvolved a peerson walkingg
backwards annd forwards innside a house whilst being monitored by
y the FMCW radar around 8.5 m away, and through a
33 cm air-gaapped brick wall.
w
Figure 2a shows a rannge-time proffile of the ressult prior to tthe application of our MTI
algorithm. Thhe target response (highlighhted in the figgure) is well below the strrong peak gennerated by thee primary walll
reflection andd unlikely to register
r
as a target
t
detectioon. However, after applicatiion of the MT
TI processing to supress thee
effect of the wall, the signnal-to-interfereence (SIR) off the target mo
ovement tracee significantlyy increases. Note
N
that in alll
cases hereon in, the MTI processing has been applied to the recordeed radar data.

Figure 2. Range versus tiime plots of forr a person walking back and fo
orth inside [a] before
b
and [b] affter wall appliccation of
nse at 4 m in [a] is caused by thhe outside wall and masks
our movinng target indicaation (MTI) proccessing. The brright red respon
any other objects in the scene.
s
By applyying high-order digital filters in
n [b], the wall response
r
is removed to reveal the
t
o the walking person.
p
presence of
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A series of experiments were carried out to characterise the performance of the TW FMCW radar through various wall
materials, and investigate the capabilities of the radar when an area of interest contains multiple personnel. To examine
the potential of the radar for activity recognition, we also apply phase processing to the recorded data to capture the
micro-motions of a person as they simulated everyday actions. In all experiments described in this paper, the radar was
configured to continuously transmit 2 ms up-chirps at the maximum power of 13 dBm. Identical 12 dBi gain and 30°
beamwidth antennas were also used which were co-located but separated by a vertical distance of 60 cm.
4.1 Detection through Plasterboard Walls
The first experiment investigated the ability of the TW radar system to detect a person through a typical lightweight
interior wall made of plasterboard. The thickness of the wall was 12 cm and consisted of 2 layers of 12.5 mm thick
plasterboard separated by 9 cm, and a wooden frame. The radar was located 1 m from one side of the wall while a target
was located in an adjacent room 9 m in length. Figure 3 shows a range-time plot for a person walking back and forth
along the full length of the room over a period of 20 seconds. Note that due to cable lengths being unaccounted for, there
is a 5 m range offset in the graph.
A temporal trace of the target’s motion within the full length of the room can clearly be seen. Moreover, we observe that
between ~7-13 seconds while the target was moving away the radar the SNR degrades, but subsequently increases
between ~13-20 seconds after the target turns around and closes-in on the radar. Analysis of the results suggests a range
resolution of ±1.25 m which is agreement with the systems’ operational bandwidth. We also notice some ghosting of the
temporal trace which we attribute to multipath caused by reverberations within the air gap of the wall. Note: although the
MTI filtering was able to substantially supress the primary wall response, it did not completely remove it and this is
highlighted in the figure.

Ó

ó
Range [m]

ó

ó

Normalised Power [dB]

ó
ó

Figure 3. Range-Time plot for a person walking back and forth inside a room of length 9 meters. The obscuring barrier was
an internal plasterboard wall.

4.2 Detection through Brick Walls
The second series of experiments focussed on a detection scenario in which a 22 cm thick brick wall was the obscuration
barrier. This type of wall represents a standard interior or exterior wall construction. The 11 m length room in this case
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was divided into
i
3 areas as
a illustrated in
i Figure 4; a close-range zone
z
betweenn 2-5 m from the wall; a mid-range
m
zonee
between 5-8 m;
m and a standd-off zone bettween 8 m and the end of room
r
at 11 m. As in the firsst experiment,, the radar wass
located 1 m away from thhe wall. Figurre 5 shows thhree range tim
me plots for a person walkiing forward and
a backwardss
within each zone
z
each for a period of appproximately 25 seconds. In all cases thee target can be detected butt again we seee
the degradation of SNR ass a function of radar range.. Additionally
y, in the standd-off zone, thee radar reachees its detectionn
limit as targett response beggins to equal the
t power of thhe noise.

Standoff
8 -11m

Mid
Range
5 -8m

Close
Range
2 -5m
22cm Thick Brick Wall

Y\
Through -Wall
FMCW Radar

Figure 4. Through-wall detection
d
scenarrio consisting of
o a 22 cm thick
k brick wall. Thhe range detectioon capability off the radar
was exam
mined using threee zones: the cloose-range zone 2-5 m away fro
om the brick waall; the mid-rannge zone betweeen 5-8 m
from the brick
b
wall; and the stand-off zoone between 8-11 m from the brick
b
wall.

Figure 5. Range-Time pllot for a person walking back and
a forth within
n [a] the close-rrange zone; [b] the mid-range zone;
z
and
[c] the staand-off zone.
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4.3 Multiple Target Detection
Experiment 3 was geared towards investigating the ability of the radar to detect multiple targets within a room of
interest. Using the same experimental conditions described in Section 4.1, a number of tests were carried out that
involved 2 or more people moving in the 9 m room. Figure 6a shows the result for a single person walking forward and
backwards for a duration of 10 seconds, before being joined by an additional person who attempted to walk in the
opposite direction. For the plot in Figure 6b, two people were instructed to walk side-by-side at a normal pace to the wall
and back, at this point (approximately 10 seconds in) the first person was told to continue at the same pace, while the
second person was asked to speed up. Finally, Figure 6c shows the target detections for three people inside the room.
Target 1 was instructed to walk backward and forward in a small area, while Targets 2 and 3 were directed to walk
around in a random fashion which meant that they indiscriminately entered and exited the antenna coverage area.

Figure 6. Detection of multiple targets through an interior plasterboard wall. In [a] two people walk in opposite directions; in
[b] two people walk side-by-side for 10 seconds before one person speeds up; and in [c] one person walks forwards and
backwards while two people move around randomly in and out of the antenna coverage area.

For all the multi-target experiments, the range-time plots successfully indicate the movement dynamics within the
scenario. However, in various portions of the graphs (for example Figure 6b at ~15 seconds) shielding occurs between
multiple targets which acts to supress echoes below the noise floor.
4.4 Micro-Doppler Signature Characterisation
In the final experiment we examine the potential of the radar to distinguish between different types of micro-Doppler
signatures, and thus exploit the data for activity classification in the future. Here, a personnel target was monitored
through a 33 cm brick-walled house consisting of a central air-gap. The TW FMCW radar was located outside 43 cm
from the wall. The subject was instructed to remain in the same position whilst performing four actions repeatedly for a
duration of 5 seconds each. The four actions were (i) swinging both arms (ii) swaying back and forth (rocking) (iii)
squatting into a hiding position from standing and (iv) standing-up from a bended knee position. The recorded data
underwent spectrogram analysis to generate velocity-time graphs that reveal micro-Doppler signatures, and these are
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Velocity-time graph
g
illustratinng different throough-wall micro-Doppler signnatures as a persson performed for
f
everyday actions. Each action
a
was repeaated for approxximately 5 secon
nds.

The velocity--time patternss displayed in Figure 7 indiicate clear diffferences in thhe micro-Dopppler signaturees between thee
four types of motions. Althhough this is only
o
a preliminnary experimeent, it highlighhts the potentiial for carrying out throughwall activity recognition
r
ussing micro-Dooppler classifiication techniq
ques [18].

5. SUMMARY
S
Y AND FU
UTURE WO
ORK
In this paper we present a 5.8 GHz TW FMCW radarr system that is an order off magnitude loower in cost th
hat competitorr
TW systems, owing to a syystem architecture that alloows low-cost COTS compoonents to be uutilised. The high
h
sensitivityy
and dynamic range affordeed using a 24--bit external sound card enaables incorporration of a waall-removal alg
gorithm in thee
post-processing based on high-order
h
FIR
R filtering. Thhis algorithm effectively suuppresses of tthe primary wall
w reflectionn,
permitting thee recovery of target responsses that wouldd have otherw
wise been maskked by its largge reflection.
A measuremeent campaign has been carrried out usingg walls of diffferent construuctions repressentative of ty
ypical internaal
and external structures. Sccenarios invollving both inddividual and multiple
m
persoonnel targets w
were also inveestigated. It iss
b detected ass far out as 100 m (radar to ttarget distancee) which couldd
found that forr interior plastterboard wallss, targets can be
be further inncreased in a larger room. For 22 cm thick
t
brick walls,
w
the deteection limit iss around the 11 m regionn.
Scenarios in which
w
2 and 3 personnel taargets were invvestigated also demonstrateed the ability of the radar to
o resolve theirr
positions whhen separated by more thaan 1.25 m. Finally, an iniitial examinattion of recordded responsess using phasee
processing whilst
w
the targeet underwent everyday actiivities such ass squatting annd standing-upp revealed chaaracteristicallyy
difference miicro-Doppler signatures.
s
Fuuture work willl focus on app
plying target classification
c
techniques to a larger set of
measured miccro-Doppler data
d to examinne the utility of
o the FMCW radar for TW
W activity recoognition. Moreeover, we plann
to further ennhance the TW
W situational awareness caapability of the
t radar by using
u
multiplle nodes to fu
use data from
m
numerous loook-angles; thiss will be achieeved by exploiiting the radarr’s over-the-aiir deramping ffunction.
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